
Socialization 

   What is your definition for  

“ Family ”  ? 

 

 

 
  Who is family ? 
 



Socialization 

Ø  Group of people who are related 
      by blood, marriage or adoption. 
 
Family  vs.  Households 
       
 
 
 
Family  vs.  Fictive Kin 
  
   

    Family 



Socialization 

• Conditions of Deviance 

   Why form families ? 

•  Meet basic survival needs 

•  Meet emotional needs 

•  Socialize & teach values to young 

•  Care for the sick & aged 

•     Regulate sexual activity  

& reproduction  

                           
     

    

    Family Functions 
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v Conditions of Deviance 

    
•  Family of Orientation:  the family  

   that you grow up with. 

 

 

•   Family of Procreation:  family that 

     is formed when you have children. 

 

 

 

•   Nuclear Family:  A couple and their 

    children. 

 

 

  Family Forms 
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v Conditions of Deviance 

    
•  Extended Family:  nuclear family & 

   all your other relatives ( aunts, cousins, 

   grand-parents, etc. ) 

 

 

 

 

•   Blended Family:  members from 

    other family forms come together to  

    form a new family ( step-families, 

    divorce & remarriage ) 

     

 

 

 

  Family Forms 
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v Conditions of Deviance 

    

• One-Parent Family:   

 

• Couples without children 

Cohabiting couples 

 

 

Same-sex partners 

 

 

 

 

  Other Family Forms 



   Marriage :  A group’s approved  
   mating arrangement. 
 

What is Marriage ? 



Romantic Love:  mutual sexual 

    attraction & passion 

 

 

Arranged Marriage:  others plan 

   the marriage for the couple 

 

 

Ø Homogamy:  the tendency to marry 

   others with similar characteristics 

    

 

     Love & Courtship 



    
Endogamy:   to marry within the  
     group. 
 
        
 
 
 
 
 
 
Exogamy:   to marry outside of 
     your group 
 
    

Mate Selection 



 Monogamy:  marriage to one person 
           
 
 Polygamy:   More than one spouse at   
      the same time. 
 
 
 
Polygyny:  A man is allowed to have 
multiple wives 
 
 
 
 
Polyandry:  A woman is allowed 
      to have multiple husbands 
 

    Monogamy & Polygamy 



Bilineal system  related to both mother  

  & father’s  side of the family. 

 

 

Patrilineal system:   related only 

      to father’s side of the family. 

 

 

 

 Matrilineal system:   related only 

      to mother’s side of the family. 

     DESCENT- How are we related 



Sandwich generation:  

Empty-Nest  : 

 

 

 Not-so-Empty Nest: 

Family Issues 


